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The development of the legal assistant is an 
attempt to utilize a new class of workers to reduce 
the costs of delivering legal services to the public. 
The theory of the legal assistant is simple: costs are 
reduced by using a lower-paid person (the legal 
assistant) to perform tasks traditionally performed 
by a higher-paid person (the attorney). The end 
result is ideally set forth to be an increased avail
ability of legal services, with the savings achieved 
to be shared between the attorney, the attorney's 
non-lawyer staff, and the client. With but a few 
exceptions, a review of the literature regarding the 
legal assistant leaves the reader with the distinct 
impression that with the legal assistant everyone 
wins, and that it is but a short time until the legal 
assistant revolutionizes the legal profession. 

It was with this overall impression of the legal 
assistant that eighteen months ago J began work 
as the Project Director of the Legal Assistant 
Program at Kapiolani Community College.1 While 
I am still convinced of the strengths of the legal 
assistant concept, the widespread use of the legal 
assistant is not going to occur easily-the legal 
assistant must struggle to be totally accepted by 
the legal community. The legal assistant will 
eventually "revolutionize" the delivery of legal 
services, but it will be more of an "evolution" than 
"revolution." Substantial resistance to the use of 
the legal assistant still exists on the part of most 
attorneys. While the number of legal assistants has 
dramatically increased in recent years, by no 
means has the legal assistant been employed by 
the majority of attorneys. 

This article attempts to accomplish three major 
purposes: 1) to familiarize the reader with the 
current extent of use of the legal assistant, includ
ing a description of what the legal assistant does 
and a discussion of why the legal assistant has 
developed; 2) to analyze the major sources of 
attorney resistance to the more extensive use of the 
legal assistant; and 3) to make predictions of the 
extent to which legal assistants will be utilized 
within the next ten years. 

Data on a national level concerning legal assist
ants is extremely sparse and of dubious accuracy,2 
although there is data available in some individual 
states. The conclusions and descriptions of attorney 
attitudes contained in this article are primarily 
drawn from developments in Hawaii, although it 
is my strong opinion, based upon extensive 
conversations with many other Legal Assistant 
Program Directors throughout the nation, that the 
trends and issues in Hawaii are typical of those 
facing the other states. 

The Current Extent of Use of the Legal Assistant 
This section attempts to familiarize the reader with 
the current extent of use of the legal assistant, 
including a description of what the legal assistant 
does and a discussion of why the legal assistant 
concept has developed. 

A. What does a legal assistant do? 
The initial question asked by both the general 
public and attorneys usually requests information 
on what a legal assistant does. To some extent, 
the question is unanswerable, since the role of 
the legal assistant is to "assist the lawyer," and 
lawyers have been unable to provide a comprehen
sive definition of what a lawyer does.J Most defini
tions of the legal assistant usually refer to the legal 
assistant as someone who performs tasks which 
historically have been performed by lawyers: 

[A) non-lawyer who performs or assists 
the lawyer in performing many of the 
tasks which historically have been per
formed by lawyers, but which do not 
necessarily need to be performed by 
lawyers.4 

The legal assistant is also often called the "legal 
paraprofessional" or the "paralegal." The terms 
are usually used interchangeably.s 

A more meaningful understanding of what a 
legal assistant does can be realized through an 
enumeration of what general tasks the legal assist
ant completes. General skills and tasks which the 
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trained legal assistant performs include: 
• handling routine client contact 
• interviewing 
• gathering information 
• preparing documents 
• signing documents 
• filing papers 
• monitoring case status 
• investigating 
• legal research 
• maintaining the monitor system" 
A review of the above list of skills and tasks 

makes it apparent that the legal assistant is in 
effect "sandwiched" between the legal secretary 
and the attorney, since the legal assistant does 
many functions previously performed by the ex
perienced legal secretary7 and also does many 
functions traditionally performed by attorneys. 

B. W/i111 has c1111seti t/11• 1/evrlopme11I of the legal 
llS51Slanl? 

The legal profession is hardly unique in its in
creased use of paraprofessionals. Paraprofes
sionals are extensively used in the medical and 
dental fields and are being used in increasing 
numbers in areas of architecture, social work, 
teaching, and law enforcement.a 

Historically, non-lawyers have always been 
significantly involved in the law office, and the 
law clerk and the legal secretary have been of 
much assistance to the attorney. Thus, the concept 
of using non-lawyers in the law office is hardly 
new. What makes the legal assistant a significant 
"new" development is the type of work performed 
by the legal assistant, since the legal assistant 
is handling major areas previously within the work 
tasks of the attorney. The role of the attorney is 
now becoming more one of review and supervision 
of work that is performed by the non-lawyer. 

The development of the legal assistant is an 
outgrowth of a personnel restructuring of the legal 
profession. This restructuring is caused by two 
major factors. The first major factor is increased 
costs. Cost of supplies, personnel, equipment, and 
office space have substantially increased for at
torneys. These cost increases have resulted in the 
raising of fees, which of course has a negative 
effect upon the ability of the client to pay these 
fees. Attorneys have been losing business as a 
result of the failure to keep costs down: 
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IT!he Bar's loss of legal business is at
tributable primarily to the element of 
expense rather than comparability in 
the caliber of services ... lawyer's 
charges ... discourage prospective cli-

ents who remain unimpressed by an ex
planation of the high expense involved 
in operating a law office.9 

The delegation by attorneys of tasks to legal assist
ants is one available means of reducing costs of 
personnel, stemming from the management prin
ciple of delegating the work as far down as possible 
to produce the maximum amount of efficiency.io 

The second major factor forcing restructuring 
of the legal profession is the failure to serve the 
legal needs of a major segment of the population. 
Much reference has been made to the "gap group," 
which refers to the middle-income family earning 
between $7,000 and $17,000 annually.11 This group 
is generally unable to afford attorney's fees but is 
ineligible for free legal services. The need to serve 
this group of people has been the major influence 
behind the creation of pre-paid plans, many of 
which extensively utilize legal assistants to reduce 
personnel costs.n 

C. To wlraf exlml are legal assistants presently being 
uf1/iz1•1i? 

Accurate statistics concerning the number of legal 
assistants are difficult to obtain. Since there is no 
clear-cut definition of what constitutes a "legal 
assistant," it is difficult to determine whether many 
employees are "legal secretaries" or "legal assist
ants," since both employees perform many over
lapping functions. Despite these categorizing 
difficulties, it has been estimated that the number 
of legal assistants total nationally 70,000, of whom 
20,000 are in government and 50,000 are in the 
private market.1J The American Bar Association in 
1971 published survey results indicating that 
lawyers were making considerable use of legal 
assistants.1-1 Since the legal assistant was virtually 
unknown ten years ago,1s the number of legal 
assistants has increased at a rather impressive rate. 

Yet before one concludes that the legal assistant 
has been adopted universally by the legal profes
sion, one must be aware of two considerations. 
First, even if one accepts the number of 70,000 
legal assistants, this number must be compared 
to the 355,000+ attorneys in the nation.lb This 
indicates that the growth of paraprofessionalism 
in the legal field is still in its infancy when com
pared with the medical field, since in the medical 
field, there are eleven paramedical personnel for 
each doctor.1· 

Second, statistics on the increase of raw num
bers of legal assistants can be misleading con
cerning the degree to which the profession is really 
changing in its operational structure, since there 
is the conviction among the legal assistants that 



they are not being utilized to their full potential.I" 
The dual factors of: 1) the relatively low total 
number of legal assistants in comparison with the 
total number of attorneys, especially when com
pared with parallel developments in the medical 
field; and 2) the failure by attorneys to utilize the 
full capacity of the legal assistants presently 
working indicate that while the growth in numbers 
of legal assistants has been impressive, acceptance 
of the legal assistant can by no means yet be 
considered universal. 

Sources of Attorney Reluctance to Utilize Legal 
Assistants More Extensively 
This section discusses four primary sources• 0 of the 
reluctance of many attorneys to utilize legal 
assistants more extensively: 1) lack of systematized 
procedures in the law office; 2) attorneys' fear of 
possible violations of the Canons of Ethics; 3) lack 
of quality legal assistant training programs; and 
4) attorneys' general reluctance to delegate 
responsibility to non-lawyer staff. 

To measure the attitudes of attorneys towards 
legal assistants, two major surveys have been 
conducted in Hawaii concerning the use of the legal 
assistant.zo Attorneys were the responding group 
in a survey taken in the Spring of 1974 by the 
Hawaii State Bar Association Special Committee 
on Leg.11 Paraprofessionals. The second survey 
used legal assistilnts as the responding group, and 
this survey was taken by the Legal Assistant Pro
gram of Kapiolilni Community College in the 
Spring of 1975. Both surveys were conducted under 
the direction of Professor Terrence Weldon of the 
University of Hawaii Department of Communica
tion . Relevant portions of these surveys are 
discussed mf rn. 

A. l.nck of syslemntized prowlrms in the law office. 
Effective utilization of a legal assistant requires a 
work s1tuiltion in which areas of responsibility 
are clearly divided between the attorney, the legal 
assistant, and the legal secretary. Many attorneys 
believe that they do not have enough time to 
establish these areas of responsibility. For those 
attorneys who do not establish careful procedures, 
the result is the chaotic practice of law, where some 
essential steps are not adequately handled by 
anyone in the office and other steps are ineffi
ciently handled with duplication of effort. As the 
American Bar Association Special Committee on 
Legal Assistants has stated: "The crucial point is 
that a legal assistant program for a firm is no better 
than the ability of members of the firm to utilize 
the talents and skills of the legal assistants."21 

The notion that an attorney does not have 
"enough time" to establish careful division of 
responsibility is a costly myth, since the attorney 
experiences a net loss of time by the lack of 
organization. Simple economics indicates that 
attorneys are losing, even by conservative 
estimates, half a million dollars of lifetime income 
by the failure to use the legal assistant efficiently.zz 

The development of a functioning system that 
delineates responsibility between the office 
employees can be a time-consuming task. Fortu
n,1tely, the task is now much easier, due to the 
existence of commercially available "legal sys-
tems" in various substantive areas of the law. The 
Utah Law Research Institute, under the able 
leadership of Kline Strong, has developed a 
series of systems for the eight major substantive 
law areas of corporations, divorce, estate plan-
ning, intestate probate, testate probate, real estate, 
collections, and bankruptcy. The Hawaii State Bar 
Association has recently completed a 350+ page 
"systems approach" to divorce.zJ Attorneys may 
purchase these legal systems at a cost of between 
$50-$75 for each substantive law area. The attorney 
may then, with only a minimal time investment, 
organize a very efficient law office. 

Systems manuals attempt to list the various steps 
that must be completed in a typical divorce, incor
poration, probate, or other proceeding. The sys
tems do not attempt to handle completely the 
extremely complicated cases, but the systems do 
cover the more "typical" case, which includes 
approximately eighty percent of the caseload of the 
attorney. The systems provide for delegation of all 
"routine" steps to the legal assistant or experi
enced legal secretary, with the attorney reviewing 
the documents after preparation This enables the 
attorney to concentrate his time upon the more 
complicated issues requiring attorney expertise 
or judgment, while the less complicated portions 
are prepared by the non-lawyer staff for attorney 
review. Standardized "forms" are contained in 
the system to provide the basic format for docu
ment preparation. The system also includes com
prehensive checklists that allow the attorney to 
verify whether the necessary steps are being com
pleted by the legal assistant and legal secretary. 

Use of the "systems approach" allows the 
attorney to delegate work with confidence, since 
the system contains instructions to the legal assist
ant and the checklists enable the attorney to be 
certain that the work delegated is completed in a 
satisfactory and timely fashion. Attorney reaction 
in Hawaii to Tiu Hnwaii Divorce Ma11ual has been 
very enthusiastic. As attorneys become more 
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familiar with the utilization of legal systems, they 
should begin to delegate more work to the legal 
assistant. With the increase in efficiency will come 
cost savings, which can be shared between the 
attorney, the staff, and the client. 

B. 1\1/onieys' fear of possible violations of tire Code 
of Professional Responsibility. 
The responsible attorney is concerned whether 
delegation of particular responsibilities to non
lawyer personnel constitutes a violation of the 
Code of Professional Responsibility, which controls 
the conduct of attorneys. Since the use of legal 
assistants is a new and developing area, there are 
still unanswered questions regarding the degree 
to which delegation to non-lawyer personnel is 
permissible. Clarification of these issues will 
occur through case-by-case determination. 
However, the Code of Professional Responsibility 
allows tremendous latitude in the delegation of 
responsibility. 

Ethical Consideration EC 3-6 is the portion of the 
Code that deals most directly with the issue of 
delegation: 

EC 3-6. A lawyer often delegates tasks 
to clerks, secretaries, and other lay per
sons. Such delegation is proper if the 
lawyer maintains a direct relationship 
with his client, supervises the delegated 
work, and has complete professional re
sponsibility for the work product. This 
delegation enables a lawyer to render 
legal services more economically and 
efficiently. 
Formal Opinion 316 of the American Bar Asso

ciation Standing Committee on Legal Ethics gives 
additional latitude to the attorney: 

A lawyer can employ lay secretaries, lay 
investigators, lay detectives, lay re
searchers, accountants, lay scriveners, 
non-lawyer draftsmen or non-lawyer re
searchers. In fact, he may employ non
lawyers to do any task for him except 
counsel clients about law matters, en
gage directly in the practice of law, ap
pear in court or appear in formal pro
ceedings as a part of the judicial process, 
so long as it is he who takes the work 
and vouches for it to the client and be
comes responsible for it to the client. 
In other words, we do not limit the kind 
of assistants the lawyer can acquire in 
any way to persons who are admitted to 
the Bar, so long as the non-lawyers do 
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not do things that lawyers only may do. 
ABA Standing Committee on Legal Eth
ics, "Formal Opinion 316: The Practice 
of Law Across State Lines," (January 
18, 1967). 
Ethical Consideration EC 3-6 and Formal Opin

ion 316 provide significant guidelines for the at
torney who wishes to delegate work. As attorneys 
become more familiar with these requirements 
and gain additional experience with delegation, 
the ethical issues should eventually be resolved in 
favor of allowing delegation within the guidelines 
set forth above.z.i 

C. The lack of quality legal assistant training programs. 
The lack of training of the legal assistant is a major 
reason why many attorneys have not used the legal 
assistant more extensively. In the survey con
ducted in Spring of 1975 by the Legal Assistant 
Program of Kapiolani Community College, the 
legal assistants surveyed were asked the question: 
"Why aren't you allowed to utilize your full poten
tial in your job?" Nearly fifty percent of those 
responding indicated that their lack of training was 
one reason for their less than full utilization. This 
percentage of response was the second highest 
affirmative response to the above question.25 

Most attorneys do not conduct regular in-house 
training programs for non-lawyer staff. The survey 
taken in Spring of 1974 by the Hawaii State Bar 
Association Special Committee on Legal Parapro
fessionals revealed that virtually the only training 
conducted in most firms for non-lawyer personnel is 
conducted by the salespeople from the various 
corporations that sell office machines, and this 
training concerns only the proper operation of par
ticular machines. The lack of training programs 
within the law office means that if non-lawyer 
personnel are to receive thorough training, they 
must receive their training from outside sources. 

There are nearly 100 schools offering training for 
legal assistants.26 These programs have nearly all 
been instituted in the 1970's, which means that these 
programs are in the formative stages in comparison 
to law school training . As additional experience 
is gained by these programs, the quality of 
training should increase. Feedback from program 
graduates who have gone to work will be of much 
assistance in structuring a training program that 
fits the needs of the firms. 

D. Attorneys' reluctance lo delegalt responsibility lo 
no11-lawyer staff. 
Attorney reluctance to delegate responsibility to 
non-lawyer staff is partially caused by the three 
factors discussed in the immediately preceding 



Sections A., B., and C. An additional source of 
attorney reluctance stems from the lack of attorney 
training in how to use a legal assistant. In the sur
vey conducted in Spring, 1975 by the Legal Assis
tant Program of Kapiolani Community College, 
more than fifty percent of the responding legal 
assistants indicated that one reason for their lack of 
full utilization is the "lack of attorneys' training 
regarding paralegals."27 

There are also psychological motivations behind 
the reluctance of attorneys to delegate responsibil
ity to non-lawyer staff. There is a fear of "replace
ment," which is the fear by the attorney that if 
substantial amounts of work are delegated, there 
may be less for the attorney to do. Although the 
legal assistant is "trained to assist lawyers, not 
replace them,"2s many attorneys are nervous about 
changing their role in the office. If legal assistants 
are utilized to their full capacity, the role of the 
attorney becomes more one of supervising of per
sonnel, reviewing documents prepared by non
lawyers, and concentrating upon the truly difficult 
legal problems requiring the expertise of an 
attorney. 

Another basis for attorney reluctance to delegate 
responsibility is the simple ego consideration 
arising from a fear of lack of importance. If an 
attorney, with his advanced degree, has been per
forming tasks which could more efficiently (at least 
in terms of total cost) be performed by a legal 
assistant (who may be either a high school or junior 
college graduate), there are at least two immediate 
implications to that attorney: 1) that what the 
attorney has been doing is not quite as complicated 
and difficult as the degree of training involved 
for the attorney would indicate; and 2) that if the 
attorney has been performing these activities for the 
last few years, the attorney has been operating at 
less than full efficiency. Both of these implications 
are potential ego threats to the attorney. 

Predictions Regarding the Use of Legal Assistants 
in the Next Ten Years 
This article began with the statement that the 
purpose of the legal assistant is to make the 
delivery of legal services more efficient and thus 
less costly. This section attempts to predict whether 
in fact the legal assistant will be used to meet this 
goal and if so, in what numbers. 

The legal assistant is definitely increasing rapidly 
in numbers, although precise calculations are 
difficult to make, due to lack of accurate statistics 
and difficulties in separating the legal assistant 
from the experienced legal secretary.29 Whether 
this trend continues depends upon whether the 

legal assistant is coordinated with various develop
ments occurring in the restructuring of the legal 
profession. My thesis is that the legal assistant 
should not be viewed as an isolated event and that 
the emergence of the legal assistant must be con
sidered in connection with the growth of pre-paid 
plans, legal insurance, clinics, the development of 
legal "systems," and technological advances in 
computers and word processing. 

The fundamental problem facing the legal pro
fession is that of providing services for lesser cost 
so that more people may be served. Historically, 
whenever the legal profession has been unable to 
provide a service for a reasonable price, the legal 
profession has lost exclusive control of that service. 
Numerous illustrations exist: title searches are now 
usually performed by title search companies; trusts 
are now usually arafted and handled by trust 
departments of banks; automobile accident claims 
are usually handled without attorneys in "no-fault" 
states. The field of medical malpractice litigation 
is probably the next area in which attorney involve
ment will be severely curtailed. Thus, if the legal 
profession does not come up with the means to serve 
the middle-income consumer, the legal profession 
will lose its exclusive right to provide the legal 
services needed by the middle class. 

The legal assistant is the personnel resource that 
makes it possible for the legal profession to serve 
the additional markets at a lower cost. Yet the use 
of the legal assistant alone is not sufficient. To 
meet the massive need that presently exists, 
attorneys must radically restructure their present 
methods of practice. This means that the attorneys 
must implement comprehensive systems, in which 
checklists and delegation among personnel is 
carefully planned. Attorneys must press for pre-paid 
plans and legal insurance to encourage the middle
income client who is presently afraid of high fees. 

In summary, what is required is both a restruc
turing in personnel (using more legal assistants) 
and the method of practice (use of legal systems, 
increased specialization, and legal insurance). If 
the legal profession is able to provide the required 
fundamental changes, the number of legal assistants 
that will be needed will be in the hundreds of 
thousands, and the legal profession will begin 
to approach the eleven-to-one ratio of paramedical 
personnel to doctors that presently exists in the 
medical field. If the legal profession is unable 
to make the required changes, the result will be 
further loss of individual areas of law practice to 
whatever non-lawyer groups are able to provide 
the services for the price that the consumer 
can afford. 
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Footnotes 

1The prui.:r.im offer• .m Associ.ite in Science dt.•gr<.e The 
Proi;r.im 1s one of six n.ition.il demonstr.Hion pru1ects des1i;n.ited 
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sourL'l' of n•s1st.111ce h• thL· ll'g.il .1 ssist.~nt is tht• leg.ii sccret.iry, 
smL·e the lL•g.il .1,,~1st.1nl .ilso pt•rforms m.1m· of the 1.1sks of thl' 
expcnemeJ ll'g.il sccrl't.iry This ere.Hes .1 potcnti.1lly ht•.ivy 
•our<.L' of wnfl1ll within the J.iw office 1f the ' new" ll•g1l 
.1 ssist,111t b<.·i;ins to pt•rform m.rny of the most · import.mt " tasks 
of the "old leg,11 Sl'l'ret.H}'. This ,1rticle .ilso bndl~· disl'.usses 
prt>dil'tillns "r thl t>nd r<.• ... lutiun of c11nfhd between the legal 
~L'l'.n•t.iry .md the ll•g,11 ,1, ,,ist.rnt For sur\'l'Y results conccrnrng 
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gr.im. K.ip111l,111i Cummun ity Collt•ge, 020 l't.·ns.1col.1 Street , 
Ho1111lulu, ll~w.1ii 9011 l.J telephom: (808) 53 I · .J6S.J. 
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\,1ri11us FidJ,, "" Anwrit.rn B.ir Associ.11ion Speci.11 Cllmmittt•e 
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DL•ntistry, .i r>d·Architedurt•," (l'relimin.iry Dr.ift, October 19711 
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firms sun•cyld were using lt>g.il .1ssist.ints for ,1 variety of tasks 
~\·Vhile non-1.uv~er personnel h.1\'e been providing these 

SLrvil't.•s for .i sub,,1.1nt i.il period of time, the emergence of the 
' leg,11 .1ss1st.mt" 1s .i rt•cent dt>\ elopml'nt. 

•U.S. Dt.p.irtment 11f Commerce. S1111islirn/ Al1.~/rncl ~r 1111· U111lt1/ 
.J/llt':'. 158 (o3rJ EJ1tmn 1072), 

;St.itsk> . W. /11lr •1/rulir•11 I• Pnru/rg11lis111. 19 (1975). 
'lkrg, C ·· Annu.il Survey. 12· 25 (S.1n Fr.1nl'iscu Association 

of Leg.11 t\s>i>t.mts December 19 1973). Simil.ir results were 
obt.iincd from .1 sur\cy wnducll'u by the Kapiol,mi Community 
College Lt•g,11 Assisi.mt Pwgr,1m in the Sprini.: of IQ75 of 
.111 thl· leg.11 .issist.rnts in Honolulu. More th.in h.1lf of the 
n~pondents ind1l.lled th .it they were not being utilized to their 
full potenti.11 Survey results .irl' ,w.iil.ible from the Lei.:.11 Assist 
.mt l'rogr.im, K.ipiol.rn1 Community College. 

•The rt• .ire ,, numbl'r of 11t her sources of attorney reluct.rnce 
th.it .ire not disrnss1.:d here Other reasons include J.itk of 
f.1mili.irity \~ith the use l•f the legal ilSSist.int, uncert.1inty .is to 
how to lot.1te .i suit.1ble leg,11 .1ssist.mt, lack of avail.1ble physi
Lal office ~p.KL' to house .mother employee, fin.1nci.1l rnnstraints, 
ctl' The four st•urus disruss1.:d were the ones most frt>quently 
r.11sed durmg my d1st:ussions with \'Mious ,1t1orneys over the 
I.1st two years. 

• Copies of both surveys .md results .ire a\•,1il.ibll.' from the 
Lt.•gal Assist.int Proi;r.im. K.1piol.111i Community College. 

1Amencan Bar Assod.1ti11n Sped.il Committee on Lt•g.11 
Assist.mis 'Liber,1tmg the Liwyer: The Utilil.1tion of Leg.11 
Assist.mts by law Firms m the United St,1tes." 2 (1971). 

!Stevenson. ''P.1r.1lei;.1 l~ in the Pr.ictin• of law." c2 Ill. 
u J ~32, 433 (197.J) 

'Th• ll1•w11ii D11•.1r.,· 1\/n11111il, (H.iw.iii State B.1r Assoli.il ion, 
R. LeCl.i1r, ed. I Q75) 

!•For .i discussion of leg.11 ethics .ind the lei;.11 ass1st.1nt , ' " 
W. Statsky, l11/r.11fo. Jior1 lo P1mil1',~11lis111, 96-167 (1974 ) 

HThe highest response to thl' uttli1.1tinn question w.1s be
cause of l.it:k of .ittorneys' training reg.irding p.ir.1leg.1ls" 

!nThe Amcric.1n Bar Associ.1t10n h.1s wmpleteJ .1 list of 
institutions offering lei;al assistant progr.ims. 

!:One can condude from the survey lh.it probably the stni;le 
most impnrt.int rt•,ison for less 1h.in full use of the legal .iss1sl.int 
is lhe I.ilk of .1t1orney tr.tining, ~mce no other response to the 
utiliz.1lion questmn drew such ,, hii.:h pcrt:ent.ige of .igreement 
.imong the leg.ii .1ssist.111ts 11ut•stmnt•d. 

'Cassedy "The Leg.ii P.ir.1profcssion.11." 48 fl,1.B I 510, 511 
(197~). 

•An incrc.1sing number of firms .ire switching to· Word 
Processing.' which is essenti.illy a sophisticated typrni; pool 
using magnetic-card typewriters wrth speci.ility typmi; opera· 
tors. These oper.itors are providing the b.1sic secret,1n,1I func· 
lions of typrng and tr.inscribing from diet.Hing mach111es My 
prediction is th.it gr.1du.illy there will be a sep.1r.1t1on of roles 
of the seuct.iri.1! functions .ind the lci.:,11 ,issist.rnt fund1ons 
Leg.ii .1ss1st.111ts will not nc<.css.inly h.we secret.1rial skills . • md 
secrct.iries will usu.illy not de.il with prep.ir,1tion of documents 
.md 11ther complit.1ted processes Thus, there will be .i dc.ircr 
division of responsibility among the non-l.1wyer st.iff, m.1kmg 
it e.1sier to d1ffercnti.ite between the "leg.11 secret.iry .ind 
the "leg.11 assist.mt." 

Rabal /. l.rC/111r rs D1m"1r. L1",~11/ l'nrn profrss101111l l'rogrn111 ka1•10ln111 
c ... 111111111ily c~ll·.-r·· Rt'Wl'ill,~ lus 1\8 summ.i lUm J.1uJe, ' ' ""' 
1Vnsl1111g /1m Stair U11111 r•1lu 11111/ JD u1m l.iudc, fwm Hnnml 
lir i•rncli<nl l111c (11r lliri·t uutr< u·1t/1 /lit l.rgnl t\11/ S11nrl!' c•f Hn1v1111 
mu/ lins u ri•ril 1111 llir Hnu>ni1 S1>r.inl Co111111rlltt 011 u~nl Pnrn 
1in1f1·ss11111nls ' 


